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BISIMULATION AS A LOGICAL RELATION
CLAUDIO HERMIDA, UDAY REDDY, EDMUND ROBINSON,
ALESSIO SANTAMARIA
Abstract. We investigate how various forms of bisimulation can be characterised
using the technology of logical relations. The approach taken is that each form of
bisimulation corresponds to an algebraic structure derived from a transition system,
and the general result is that a relation R between two transition systems on state
spaces S and T is a bisimulation if and only if the derived algebraic structures are in
the logical relation automatically generated from R. We show that this approach works
for the original Park-Milner bisimulation and that it extends to weak bisimulation, and
branching and semi-branching bisimulation. The paper concludes with a discussion of
probabilistic bisimulation, where the situation is slightly more complex, partly owing to
the need to encompass bisimulations that are not just relations.
1. Introduction
This work forms part of a programme to view logical relations as a structure that arises
naturally from interpretations of logic and type theory and to expose the possibility of
their use as a wide-ranging framework for formalising links between instances of mathe-
matical structures. See [Hermida et al., 2014] for an introduction to this. The purpose
of this paper is to show how several notions of bisimulation (strong, weak, branching and
probabilistic) can be viewed as instances of the use of logical relations. It is not to prove
new facts in process algebra. Indeed the work we produce is based on concrete facts,
particularly about weak bisimulation, that have long been known in the process algebra
community. What we do is look at them in a slightly different light.
We see there as being two advantages in this. The first is that the concept of bisimula-
tion is incorporated as a formal instance of a framework that also includes other traditional
mathematical structure, such as group homomorphisms.
Formally speaking, the theory of groups is standardly presented as an algebraic theory
with operations of multiplication (.), inverse (( )−1) and a constant (e) giving the identity
of the multiplication operation. A group is a set equipped with interpretations of these
operations under which they satisfy certain equations. We will not need to bother with
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the equations here. If G and H are groups, then a group homomorphism θ : G → H
is a function G → H between the underlying sets that respects the group operations.
We will consider the graph of this function as a relation between G and H . We abuse
notation to conflate the function with its graph, and write θ ⊆ G × H for the relation
(g, θg). Logical relations give a formal way of extending relations to higher types. In
particular, the type for multiplication is (X × X) → X , and the recipe for (θ × θ) → θ
tells us that (.G, .H) ∈ (θ × θ) → θ if and only if for all g1, g2 ∈ G and h1, h2 ∈ H , if
(g1, h1) ∈ θ and (g2, h2) ∈ θ, then (g1.Gg2, h1.Hh2) ∈ θ. Rewriting this back into the
standard functional style, this says precisely that θ(g1.Gg2) = (θg1).H(θg2), the part of
the standard requirements for a group homomorphism relating to multiplication. In other
words, this tells us that a relation θ is a group homomorphism between G and H if and
only if the operations are in the appropriate logical relations for their types and θ is
functional:
• (.G, .H) ∈ (θ × θ)→ θ
• ( )−1(G), ( )−1(H) ∈ (θ→ θ)
• (eG, eH) ∈ θ, and
• θ is functional and total.
We get an equivalent characterisation of (strong) bisimulation. We can take a labelled
transition system (with labels A and state space S) to be an operation of type A× S →
P S, or equivalently A → [S → P S]. Let F and G be two such (with the same set of
labels, but state spaces S and T ), then we show that R ⊂ S × T is a bisimulation if and
only if the transition operations are in the appropriate logical relation:
• (F,G) ∈ A× R→ P R, or equivalently
• (F,G) ∈ A→ [R→ P R]
Since Rel is a cartesian closed category it does not matter which of these presentations
we use, the requirement on R will be the same.
In order to do this we need to account for the interpretation of P on relations and
this leads us into a slightly more general discussion of monadic types. This includes some
results about monads on Set that we believe are new, or at least are not widely known.
Weak and branching bisimulation can be made to follow. It is widely known that weak
bisimulation can be reduced to the strong bisimulation of related systems, and we follow
this approach. The interest for us is the algebraic nature of the construction of the related
system, and we give two such, one of which explicitly includes τ actions and the other
does not. In this case we get results of the form: R ⊂ S×T is a weak bisimulation if and
only if the derived transition operations F and G are in the appropriate logical relation:
• (F ,G) ∈ A→ [R→ P R]
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This seems something of a cheat but there is an issue here. The notion of weak bisimulation
is built on a transition system that includes τ actions. These actions form a formal part
of the semantic structure, but are not supposed to be visible. You can argue that is
also cheating, and that you would really like a semantic structure that does not include
mention of τ , and that is what our second construction does.
Branching and semi-branching bisimulations were introduced to deal with perceived
deficiencies in weak bisimulation. We show that they arise naturally out of a variant of
the notion of transition system in which the system moves first by internal computations
to a synchronisation point, and then by the appropriate action to a new state.
Bisimulations between probabilistic systems are a little more problematic. They don’t
quite fit the paradigm because, in the continuous case, we have a Markov kernel rather
than transitions between particular states. Secondly there are different approaches to
bisimilarity. We investigate these and show that the logical relations approach can still
be extended to this setting, and that when we do so there are strong links with these
approaches to bisimilarity.
The notion of probabilistic bisimulation for discrete probabilistic systems is due to
Larsen and Skou [Larsen and Skou, 1991] and was later further studied by Van Glabbeek,
Smolka and Steffen [Van Glabbeek et al., 1995]. The continuous case was instead dis-
cussed first by Desharnais, Edalat and Panangaden in [Desharnais et al., 2002], where
bisimulation is described as a span of zig-zag morphisms between probabilistic transition
systems, there called labelled Markov processes (LMP), whose set of states is an analytic
space. The hypothesis of analyticity is sufficient in order to prove that bisimilarity is
a transitive relation, hence an equivalence relation. In [Panangaden, 2009], the author
defined instead the notion of probabilistic bisimulation on a LMP (again with an analytic
space of states) as an equivalence relation satisfying a property similar to Larsen and
Skou’s discrete case. For two LMPs with different sets of states, S and S ′ say, one can
consider equivalence relations on S + S ′.
Here we follow de Vink and Rutten’s modus operandi of [de Vink and Rutten, 1999],
where they showed the connections between Larsen and Skou’s definition in the discrete
case and the coalgebraic approach of the “transition-systems-as-coalgebras paradigm”
described at length in [Rutten, 2000]; then they used the same approach to give a notion
of probabilistic bisimulation in the continuous case of transition systems whose set of
states constitutes an ultrametric space. In this paper we see LMPs as coalgebras for
the Giry functor Π: Meas → Meas (hence we consider arbitary measurable spaces) and
a probabilistic bisimulation is defined as a Π-bisimulation: a span in the category of Π-
coalgebras. At the same time, we define a notion of logical relation for two such coalgebras
F : S → ΠS and T : T → ΠT as a relation R ⊆ S×T such that (F,G) ∈ [R→ ΠR], for an
appropriately defined relation ΠR. It is easy to see that if S = T and if R is an equivalence
relation, than the definitions of logical relation and bisimulation of [Panangaden, 2009]
coincide. What is not straightforward is the connection between the definition of Π-
bisimulation and of logical relation in the general case: here we present some sufficient
hypotheses for them to coincide, obtaining a similar result to de Vink and Rutten, albeit
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the set of states are not necessarily ultrametric spaces.
Returning to why we are taking this approach, the second benefit we mentioned is
that placing these constructions in this context opens up the possibility of applying
them in more general settings than Set. The early work of Hermida [Hermida, 1993,
Hermida, 1999] shows that logical predicates can be obtained from quite general interpre-
tations of logic, and more recent work of the authors of this paper shows how to extend
this to general logical relations. The interpretation of covariant powerset given here is
via an algebraic theory of complete sup-lattices opening up the possibility of also extend-
ing it to more general settings (though there will be design decisions about the indexing
structures allowed). The derived structures used to model weak bisimulation are defined
through reflections, and so can be interpreted in categories with the correct formal prop-
erties. All of this gives, we hope, a framework that can be used flexibly in a wide range
of settings.
As we have indicated, much of this is based on material well-known to the process
algebra community. We will not attempt to give a full survey of sources here.
The results on monadic types are also related to work by Goubault-Larrecq, Lasota and
Nowak [Goubault-Larrecq et al., 2002], though our contributions concentrate on specific
properties of Set, which enable their framework of image factorisation to be used.
The authors would like to thank Matthew Hennessy for suggesting that weak bisimu-
lation would be a reasonable challenge for assessing the strength of this technology.
2. Bisimulation
The notion of bisimulation was introduced by Park for automata [Park, 1981], extended by
Milner to processes and then further modified to allow internal actions of those processes
[Milner, 1989]. The classical notion is strong bisimulation, defined as a relation between
labelled transition systems.
2.1. Definition. A transition system consists of a set S, together with a function f :
S −→ P S. We view elements s ∈ S as states of the system, and read f(s) as the set of
states to which s can evolve in a single step. A labelled transition system consists of a
set A of labels (or actions), a set S of states, and a function F : A −→ [S −→ P S]. For
a ∈ A and s ∈ S we read Fas as the set of states to which s can evolve in a single step by
performing action a. s′ ∈ Fas is usually written as s
a
→ s′ for s′ ∈ Fas, using different
arrows to represent different F ’s.
This definition characterises a labelled transition system as a function from labels to
unlabelled transition systems. For each label we get the transition system of actions with
that label. By uncurrying F we get an equivalent definition as a function A× S → P S.
We can now define bisimulation.
2.2. Definition. Let S and T be labelled transition systems for the same set of labels,
A. Then a relation R ⊆ S × T is a strong bisimulation iff for all a ∈ A, whenever sRt
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- for all s
a
→ s′, there is t′ such that t
a
→ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
a
→ t′, there is s′ such that s
a
→ s′ and s′Rt′.
3. Logical Relations
The idea behind logical relations is to take relations on base types, and extend them to
relations on higher types in a structured way. The relations usually considered are binary,
but they do not have to be. Even the apparently simple unary logical relations (logical
predicates) are a useful tool. In this paper we will be considering binary relations except
for a few throwaway remarks. We will also keep things simple by just working with sets.
As an example, suppose we have a relation R0 ⊆ S0× T0 and a relation R1 ⊆ S1× T1,
then we can construct a relation [R0 → R1] between the function spaces [S0 → S1] and
[T0 → T1]. If f : S0 −→ S1 and g : T0 −→ T1, then f [R0 → R1]g iff for all s, t such that
sR0t, then f(s)R1g(t).
The significance of this definition for us is that it arises naturally out of a broader
view of the structure. We consider categories of predicates and relations.
3.1. Definition. The objects of the category Pred are pairs (P,A) where A is a set and
P is a subset of A. A morphism (P,A) → (Q,B) is a function f : A → B such that
∀a ∈ A.a ∈ P =⇒ f(a) ∈ Q. Identities and composition are inherited from Set.
Pred also has a logical reading. We can take (P,A) as a predicate on the type A, and
associate it with a judgement of the form a : A ⊢ P (a) (read ”in the context a : A, P (a)
is a proposition”). A morphism t : (a : A ⊢ P (a)) → (b : B ⊢ Q(b)) has two parts: a
substitution b 7→ t(a), and the logical consequence P (a)⇒ Q(t(a)) (read “whenever P (a)
holds, then so does Q(t(a))”).
3.2. Definition. The objects of the category Rel are triples (R,A1, A2) where A1 and
A2 are sets and R is a subset of A1 × A2 (a relation between A1 and A2). A morphism
(R,A1, A2)→ (S,B1, B2) is a pair of functions f1 : A1 → B1 and f2 : A2 → B2 such that
∀a1 ∈ A1, a2 ∈ A2.(a1, a2) ∈ R =⇒ (f1(a1), f2(a2)) ∈ S. Identities and composition are
inherited from Set× Set.
P Q R S
A B A1 × A2 B1 × B2
f f1×f2
Reln is the obvious generalisation of Rel to n-ary relations.
Pred has a forgetful functor p : Pred → Set, p(P,A) = A, and similarly Rel has a
forgetful functor q : Rel → Set × Set, q(R,A1, A2) = (A1, A2). These functors carry a
good deal of structure and are critical to a deeper understanding of the constructions.
Moreover, both Pred and Rel are cartesian closed categories.
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3.3. Lemma. Pred is cartesian closed and the forgetful functor p : Pred → Set preserves
that structure. Rel is also cartesian closed and the two projection functors preserve that
structure. Moreover the function space in Rel is given as in the example above.
So the definition we gave above to extend relations to function spaces can be motivated
as the description of the function space in a category of relations.
4. Covariant Powerset
We can do similar things with other type constructions. In particular we can extend
relations to relations between powersets.
4.1. Definition. Let R ⊆ S × T be a relation between sets S and T . Then we define
P R ⊆ P S × P T by:
U [P R]V iff
- for all u ∈ U , there is a v ∈ V such that uRv
- and for all v ∈ V , there is a u ∈ U such that uRv
Again this arises naturally out of the lifting of a construction on Set to a construction
on Rel. In this case we have the covariant powerset monad, in which the unit η : S −→ P S
is ηs = {s}, and the multiplication µ : P2 S −→ P S is µX =
⋃
X .
There are two ways to motivate the definition we have just given. They both arise out
of constructions for general monads, and in the case of monads on Set they coincide.
In Pred our powerset operator sends (Q,A) to (P Q,P A) with the obvious inclusion.
In Rel it almost sends (R,A1, A2) to (P R,P A1,P A2), where the “relation” is as follows:
if U ⊆ R (i.e. U ∈ P R) then U projects onto π1 U and π2 U . So for example, if R is
the total relation on {0, 1, 2} and U = {(0, 1), (1, 2)}, then U projects onto {0, 1} and
{1, 2}. The issue is that there are other subsets that project onto the same elements,
e.g. U ′ = {(0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2)}, and hence this association does not give a monomorphic
embedding of P R into P A1 ×P A2.
4.2. Lemma. If R is a relation between sets A1 and A2, P1 ⊆ A1 and P2 ⊆ A2, then the
following are equivalent:
1. there is U ⊆ R such that π1 U = P1 and π2 U = P2
2. for all a1 ∈ P1 there is an a2 ∈ P2 such that a1Ra2 and for all a2 ∈ P2 there is an
a1 ∈ P1 such that a1Ra2.
The latter is the Egli-Milner condition arising in the ordering on the Plotkin power-
domain [Plotkin, 1976].
Thus for Rel we take the powerset of (R,A1, A2) to be (P R,P A1,P A2), where
P1[P R]P2 iff P1 and P2 satisfy the equivalent conditions of lemma 4.2.
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Covariant powerset as the algebraic theory of complete ∨-semilattices. This
form of powerset does not characterise predicates on our starting point. Rather it charac-
terises arbitrary collections of elements of it. To make this precise, consider the following
formalisation of the theory of complete sup-semilattices. For each set X we have an
operation
∨
X : L
X → L. These operations satisfy the following equations:
1. given a surjection f : X → Y ,
∨
X ◦L
f =
∨
Y .
2. given an arbitrary function f : X → Y ,
∨
Y ◦(λy ∈ Y .
∨
f−1{y} ◦L
iy) =
∨
X , where
iy : f
−1{y} → X is the inclusion of f−1{y} in X .
The first axiom generalises idempotence and commutativity of the ∨-operator. The
second says that if we have a collection of sets of elements, take their
∨
’s, and take the∨
of the results, then we get the same result by taking the union of the collection and
taking the
∨
of that. A particular case is that
∨
∅ is the inclusion of a bottom element.
The fact that this theory includes a proper class of operators and a proper class of
equations does not cause significant problems.
4.3. Lemma. In the category of sets, P A is the free complete sup-semilattice on A.
Proof. (Sketch) Interpreting the
∨
operators as unions, it is clear that P A is a model
of our theory of complete sup-semilattices.
Suppose now that f : A → B and B is a complete sup-semilattice. Then we have a
map f ∗ : P A → B defined by f ∗(X) =
∨
X(λx ∈ X.f(x)). Equation (1) tells us that
the operators
∨
X are stable under isomorphisms of X , and hence we do not need to be
concerned about that level of detail. Equation (2) now tells us that f ∗ is a homomorphism.
Moreover, if X ⊆ A then in P A, X =
∨
X(λx ∈ X.{x}). Hence f
∗ is the only possible
homomorphism extending f . This gives the free property for P A.
4.4. Lemma. In Pred, (P P,P A) is the free complete sup-semilattice on (P,A) and in
Rel, (P R,P A1,P A2) is the free complete sup-semilattice on (R,A1, A2).
Proof. We start with Pred. For any set X , (X,X) is the coproduct in Pred of X copies
of (1, 1), and (QX , BX) is the product of X copies of (Q,B). X-indexed union in the
two components gives a map
⋃
X : ((P P )
X , (P A)X) → (P P,P A). Since this works
component-wise, these operators satisfy the axioms in the same way as in Set. (P P,P A)
is thus a complete sup-semilattice.
Moreover, if f : (P,A)→ (Q,B) where (Q,B) is a complete sup-semilattice, then we
have f ∗ : P A → B and (the restriction of) f ∗ also maps P P → Q. The proof is now
essentially as in Set.
The proof in Rel is similar.
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This type constructor has notable differences from a standard powerset. It (obviously)
supports collecting operations of union, including a form of quantifier:
⋃
: P P X → P X .
However it does not support either intersection or a membership operator.
4.5. Lemma.
1. ∩ : P X ×P X → P X is not parametric.
2. ∈: X × P X → 2 = {⊤,⊥} is not parametric.
Proof. Consider sets A and B and a relation R in which aRb and aRb′ where b 6= b′.
1. {a}P R{b} and {a}P R{b′}, but {a} ∩ {a} = {a}, while {b} ∩ {b′} = ∅, and it is
not the case that {a}P R∅.
2. aRb′ and {a}P R{b}, but applying ∈ to both left and right components of this gives
different results:
∈ (a, {a}) = ⊤, while ∈ (b′, {b}) = ⊥.
Hence ∩ and ∈ are not parametric.
Despite the lack of these operations, this type constructor is useful to model non-
determinism.
Covariant powerset in Rel using image factorisation. Suppose Q ⊆ A, then P Q ⊆
P A, and hence we can easily extend P to Pred. However, if R ⊆ A × B, then P R is a
subset of P(A × B), not P A× P B. The consequence is that P does not automatically
extend to Rel in the same way.
The second way to get round this is to note that we have projection maps R→ A and
R→ B. Applying the covariant P we get P R→ P A and P R→ P B, and hence a map
ϕ : P R→ (P A×P B). ϕ sends U ⊆ R to
(πA(U), πB(U)) = ({a ∈ A | ∃b ∈ B. (a, b) ∈ U}, {b ∈ B | ∃a ∈ A. (a, b) ∈ U})
This map is not necessarily monic.
4.6. Example. Let A = {0, 1}, B = {x, y}, R = A × B. Let U = {(0, x), (1, y)}, and
V = {(0, y), (1, x)}. Then ϕU = ϕV = ϕR = A× B.
We therefore take its image factorization:
P R P R P A×P B
Using this definition, P R is
{(U, V ) ∈ P A× P B | ∃S ⊆ R. U = πAS ∧ V = πBS}
Now by lemma 4.2 we have that this gives the same extension of covariant powerset to
relations as the algebraic approach.
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4.7. Lemma. The following are equivalent:
1. U [P R]V
2. there is S ⊆ R such that πA S = U and πB S = V
3. for all a ∈ U there is an b ∈ V such that aRb and for all b ∈ V there is an a ∈ U
such that aRb.
5. Strong bisimulation via logical relations
This now gives us the ingredients to introduce the notion of a logical relation between
transition systems.
5.1. Definition. Suppose f : S −→ P S and g : T −→ P T are two transition systems.
Then we say that R ⊆ S × T is a logical relation of transition systems if (f, g) is in the
relation [R → P R]. Similarly, if A is a set of labels and F : A −→ [S → P S] and
G : A −→ [T → P T ] are labelled transition systems, then we say that R ⊆ S × T is a
logical relation of labelled transition systems if (Fa,Ga) is in the relation [R→ P R] for
all a ∈ A.
The following lemma is trivial to prove, but shows that we could take our uniform
approach a step further:
5.2. Lemma. R is a logical relation of labelled transition systems iff (F,G) is in the
relation [IdA → [R→ P R]].
And the following lemma shows that we have rediscovered the notion of strong bisim-
ulation as an example of a general structural congruence.
5.3. Lemma. If F : A −→ [S → P S] and G : A −→ [T → P T ] are two labelled
transition systems, then R ⊆ S × T is a logical relation of labelled transition systems iff
it is a strong bisimulation.
Proof. The proof is simply to expand the definition of what it means to be a logical
relation of labelled transition systems. If R is a logical relation, and sRt then, applying
the definition of logical relation for function space twice, {s′|s
a
→ s′}P R{t′|t
a
→ t′}. So if
s
a
→ s′, then s′ ∈ {s′|s
a
→ s′}. Hence, by definition of P R there is a t′ ∈ {t′|t
a
→ t′} such
that s′Rt′. In other words, t
a
→ t′ and s′Rt′.
Conversely, if R is a strong bisimulation, then λas. {s′|s
a
→ s′} and λat. {t′|t
a
→ t′} are
in the relation [IdA → [R→ P R]]. We have to check that if aIdAa
′ and sRt then {s′|s
a
→
s′}P R{t′|t
a
→ ′t′} But if aIdAa
′, then a = a′, so this reduces to {s′|s
a
→ s′}P R{t′|t
a
→ t′}.
Now definition 4.1, says that we need to verify that:
- for all s
a
→ s′, there is t′ such that t
a
→ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
a
→ t′, there is s′ such that s
a
→ s′ and s′Rt′.
This is precisely the bisimulation condition.
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This means that we have rediscovered bisimulation as the specific notion of congruence
for transition systems arising out of a more general theory of congruences between typed
structures.
6. A digression on Monads
The covariant powerset functor is an example of a monad, and the two approaches given
to extend it to Rel at the end of section 4 extend to general monads. In the case of monads
on Set they are equivalent.
Set satisfies the Axiom Schema of Separation:
∀u.∀v.∃w.∀x.[x ∈ v ↔ x ∈ w ∧ ϕ(r, u)]
This restricted form of comprehension says that for any predicate ϕ on a set v, there is a
subset of v containing exactly the elements of v that satisfy ϕ. Since this is a set, we can
apply functors to it.
Moreover, classical sets have the property that any monic whose domain is a non-
empty set has a retraction. It follows that if m is such a monic, then Fm is also monic,
where F is any functor.
6.1. Lemma.
1. Let F : Set → Set be a functor, and i : A֌ B a monic, where A 6= ∅, then Fi is
also monic.
2. Let M : Set→ Set be a monad, and i : A֌ B any monic, then Mi is also monic.
3. Let M : Set→ Set be a monad, then M extends to a functor Pred→ Pred over Set.
Proof.
1. i has a retraction which is preserved by F .
2. If A is non-empty, then this follows from the previous remark. If A is empty,
then there are two cases. If M∅ = ∅, then Mi : ∅ = M∅ = MA → MB is
automatically monic. If M∅ 6= ∅, then let r be any map B → M∅. MB is the
free M-algebra on B, and therefore there is a unique M-algebra homomorphism
r∗ : MB → M∅ extending this. Mi is also an M-algebra homomorphism and
hence so is the composite r∗(Mi). Since M∅ is the initial M-algebra, it must be
the identity, and hence Mi is monic.
3. Immediate.
This means that we can make logical predicates work for monads on Set, though there
are limitations we will not go into here. We cannot necessarily do the same for monads
on arbitrary categories, and we have already seen that this approach does not work for
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logical relations. In order to extend to logical relations we have our algebraic and image
factorisation approaches.
It is widely known that a large class of monads, monads where the functor preserves
filtered (or more generally α-filtered) colimits correspond to algebraic theories. However
it is less commonly understood that arbitrary monads can be considered as being given
by operations and equations, and that the property on the functor is really only used to
reduce the collection of operations and equations down from a proper class to a set.
Let M be an arbitrary monad on Set, and θ : MB → B be anM-algebra. Let A be an
arbitrary set, then any element of MA gives rise to an A-ary operation on B. Specifically,
let t be an element ofMA. An A-tuple of elements of B is given by a function e : A→ B,
then we apply t to e by composing θ and Me and applying this to t: (θ ◦ (Me))(t). The
monad multiplication can be interpreted as a mechanism for applying terms to terms,
and we get equations from the functoriality of M and this interpretation of the monad
operation.
We can look at models of this algebraic theory in the category Rel and interpret MR
as the free model of this theory on R. That is the algebraic approach we followed for the
covariant powerset P .
Alternatively we can follow the second approach and use image factorisation.
MR MR
M(A× B) MA×MB
〈MpiAM,piB〉
Because of the particular properties of Set, monads preserve image factorisation.
6.2. Lemma. Let M be a monad on Set.
1. M preserves surjections: if f : A ։ B is a surjection from A onto B, then Mf is
also a surjection.
2. M preserves image factorisations: if A P B
p i is the image factorisation
of f = i ◦ p, then MA MP MB
Mp Mi is the image factorisation of Mf .
Proof.
1. Any surjection in Set is split. The splitting is preserved by functors, and hence
surjections are preserved by all functors.
2. By lemma 6.1, M preserves both surjections and monics, hence it preserves image
factorisations.
Given any monadM on Set, MA×MB is automatically anM-algebra with operation
〈µA ◦ (MπMA), µB ◦ (MπMB)〉 : M(MA×MB)→MA×MB. Moreover, MR is also an
M-algebra.
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6.3. Lemma. MR is the smallest M sub-algebra of MA ×MB containing the image of
R.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that MR is an M sub-algebra of MA ×
MB.
M(MR) M(MR) M(MA×MB)
MR MR MA×MB
µR 〈µA◦(MpiMA),µB◦(MpiMB)〉
In the diagram above, the bottom horizontal composite is 〈MπA,MπB〉, and the top
composite is M applied to this. By lemma 6.2, M preserves the image factorization in
the bottom composite. It is easy to see that the outer rectangle commutes. It follows
that there is a unique map across the centre making both squares commute, and hence
that MR is an M sub-algebra of MA×MB.
The immediate consequence of this is that MR is the free M algebra on R in Rel and
hence the two constructions by free algebra, and by direct image coincide in the case of
monads on Set.
7. Monoids
Bisimulation is only one of the early characterisations of equivalence for labelled transition
systems. Another was trace equivalence. That talks overtly about possible sequences of
actions in a way that bisimulation does not. However the sequences are buried in the
recursive nature of the definition.
We extend our notion of transition from A to A∗, in the usual way. The following is
a simple induction:
7.1. Lemma. If S and T are two labelled transition systems, the R ⊆ S × T is a bisimu-
lation iff for all w ∈ A∗, whenever sRt
- for all s
w
→ s′, there is t′ such that t
w
→ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
w
→ t′, there is s′ such that s
w
→ s′ and s′Rt′.
In other words, we could have used sequences instead of single actions, and we would
have got the same notion of bisimulation (but we would have had to work harder to use
it).
Another way of looking at this is to observe that the set of transition systems on S,
[S → P S], carries a monoid structure. One way of seeing that is to note that [S → P S]
is equivalent to the set of
⋃
-preserving endofunctions on P S. Another is that it is the
set of endofunctions on S in the Kleisli category for P.
More concretely, the unit of the monoid is id = η = λs.{s}, and the product is got
from collection, f0 · f1 = λs.
⋃
s′∈f0(s)
f1(s
′).
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Unsurprisingly, since this structure is essentially obtained from the monad, for any
R ⊆ S × T , [R → P R] also carries the structure of a monoid, and the projections to
[S → P S] and [T → P T ] are monoid homomorphisms. This means that we could
characterise strong bisimulations as relations R for which the monoid homomorphisms
giving the transition systems lift to a monoid homomorphism into the relation.
8. Weak bisimulation
The need for a different form of bisimulation arises when modelling processes. Processes
can perform internal computations that do not correspond to actions that can be observed
directly or synchronised with. In essence, the state of the system can evolve on its own.
This is modelled by incorporating a silent τ action into the set of labels to represent this
form of computation. Strong bisimulation is then too restrictive because it requires a
close correspondence in the structure of the internal computations.
In order to remedy this, Milner introduced a notion of “weak” bisimulation. We
follow the account given in his book [Milner, 1989], in which he refers to this notion just
as “bisimulation”.
We write A for the set of possible actions including τ and L for the actions not
including τ . So L = A − {τ} and A = L + {τ}. If w ∈ A∗, then we write wˆ for the
sequence obtained from w by deleting all occurrences of τ . So wˆ ∈ L∗. For example, if
w = τa0a1ττa0τ , then wˆ = a0a1a0, and if w
′ = τττ , then wˆ′ = ǫ, the empty string.
8.1. Definition. Let S be a labelled transition system for A, and v ∈ L∗, then
s
v
⇒ s′ iff there is a w ∈ A∗ such that v = wˆ and s
w
→ s′.
We can type ⇒ as ⇒ : L∗ → [S → P S], and we refer to it as the system derived from
→ .
Observe that ⇒ is not quite a transition system in the sense previously defined. If
S is a labelled transition system for A, then the extension of → to A∗ gives a monoid
homomorphism A∗ → [S → P S]. However⇒ preserves composition but not the identity.
We have therefore only a semigroup homomorphism L∗ → [S → P S]. This prompts the
definition of a lax labelled transition system (definition 10.1).
We now return to the classical definition of weak bisimulation.
8.2. Definition. If S and T are two labelled transition systems for A, then a relation
R ⊆ S × T is a weak bisimulation iff for all a ∈ A, whenever sRt
- for all s
a
→ s′, there is t′ such that t
a
⇒ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
a
→ t′, there is s′ such that s
a
⇒ s′ and s′Rt′.
The combination of two different transition relations in this definition is ugly, but
fortunately it is well known that we can clean it up by just using the derived relation.
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8.3. Lemma. R is a weak bisimulation iff for all a ∈ A, whenever sRt
- for all s
a
⇒ s′, there is t′ such that t
a
⇒ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
a
⇒ t′, there is s′ such that s
a
⇒ s′ and s′Rt′
where for x ∈ A, x is “x” seen as a one-letter word.
We can now extend as before to words in L∗.
8.4. Lemma. R is a weak bisimulation iff for all v ∈ L∗, whenever sRt
- for all s
v
⇒ s′, there is t′ such that t
v
⇒ t′ and s′Rt′
- and for all t
v
⇒ t′, there is s′ such that s
v
⇒ s′ and s′Rt′.
This now looks very similar to the situation for strong bisimulation. But as we have
noted above, there is a difference. Previously our transition system was given by a monoid
homomorphism A∗ → [S → P S]. Here the identity is not preserved and we only have a
homomorphism of semi-groups.
8.5. Lemma. If S is a labelled transition system for A, then for all v0, v1 ∈ L
∗,
v0v1⇒ =
v0⇒ ·
v1⇒
In the following sections we present different approaches to understanding weak tran-
sition systems.
9. Weak bisimulation through saturation
For this section we enrich our setting. For any S, P S has a natural partial order, and
hence so do the transition systems on any set S, given by the inherited partial order on
A→ [S → P S].
9.1. Definition. Given transition systems F : A→ [S → P S] and G : A→ [T → P T ],
we say that F ≤ G iff S = T and ∀a ∈ A.∀s ∈ S.Fas ≤ Gas. This gives a partial order
A-TS that we can view as a category.
If A = L+ {τ}, where τ is an internal (silent) action, then we shall refer to these as
labelled transition systems with internal action and write the partial order as (L+τ)-TS.
The notion of weak bisimulation applies to transition systems with internal action,
while strong bisimulation applies to arbitrary transition systems. Our aim is to find a
systematic way of deriving the notion of weak bisimulation from strong.
In the following definition we make use of the fact that [S → P S] is a monoid, as
noted in section 7.
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9.2. Definition. Let F : (L + {τ}) → [S → P S] be a transition system with internal
action. We say that F is saturated if
1. id ≤ F (τ) and F (τ).F (τ) ≤ F (τ) and
2. for all a ∈ L, F (τ).F (a).F (τ) ≤ F (a)
We write L-Sat-TS for the full subcategory of saturated transition systems with internal
actions.
These conditions are purely algebraic, and so can easily be interpreted in more general
settings than Set.
Note that some of the inequalities are, in fact, equalities:
F (τ) = F (τ).id ≤ F (τ).F (τ) ≤ F (τ)
hence F (τ).F (τ) = F (τ). Similarly F (a) = id.F (a).id ≤ F (τ).F (a).F (τ) ≤ F (a), there-
fore F (τ).F (a).F (τ) = F (a).
Moreover, if we look at the partial order consisting of unlabelled transition systems on
a set S, then the fact that the monoid multiplication preserves the partial order means
that ([S → P S], ., id) is a monoidal category. Condition 9.2.1 says precisely that F (τ)
is a monoid in this monoidal category, and condition 9.2.2 that F (a) is an (F (τ), F (τ))-
bimodule.
The notions of weak and strong bisimulation coincide for saturated transition systems.
9.3. Proposition. Suppose F : (L + {τ}) → [S → P S] and G : (L + {τ}) → [T →
P T ] are saturated transition systems with internal actions, then R ⊆ S × T is a weak
bisimulation between the systems if and only if it is a strong bisimulation between them.
Proof. In one direction, any strong bisimulation is also a weak one. In the other, sup-
pose R is a weak bisimulation, that sRt, and that s
a
→ s′. Then by definition of weak
bisimulation there is t
a
⇒ t′ where s′Rt′. We show that t
a
→ t′. There are two cases:
a 6= τ : Then, by definition of
a
⇒ , we have t(
τ
→ )∗
a
→ (
τ
→ )∗t′. But since F is
saturated, this implies t
a
→ t′ as required.
a = τ : Then t(
τ
→ )∗t′, and again since F is saturated, this implies t
τ
→ t′.
Hence we have t
a
→ t′ and tRt′. The symmetric case is identical, and so R is a strong
bisimulation.
Given any transition system with internal action, there is a least saturated transition
system containing it.
9.4. Proposition. The inclusion L-Sat-TS →֒ (L+τ)-TS has a reflection: (·).
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Proof. Suppose F : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P S] is a transition system with internal action.
Then F is saturated if and only if F (τ) is a monoid, and F (a) is an (F (τ), F (τ)-bimodule.
So we construct the adjoint by taking F (τ) to be the free monoid on F (τ) and each F (a)
to be the free (F (τ), F (τ))-bimodule on F (a). This construction works in settings other
than Set, but in Set we can give a concrete construction:
F (τ) = F (τ)∗
F (a) = F (τ).F (a).F (τ) (a 6= τ)
9.5. Proposition. Suppose F : (L+{τ})→ [S → P S] and G : (L+{τ})→ [T → P T ]
are transition systems with internal actions (not necessarily saturated), then R ⊆ S × T
is a weak bisimulation between F and G if and only if it is a strong bisimulation between
F and G.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the concrete construction of the saturated reflec-
tion. It follows from Lemma 8.3, since the transition relation on the saturation is the
derived transition relation on the original transition system: s
a
→ s′ in F if and only if
s
a
⇒ s′ with respect to F (and similarly for G).
9.6. Corollary. Suppose F : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P S] and G : (L+ {τ})→ [T → P T ]
are transition systems with internal actions, and R ⊆ S × T . Then the following are
equivalent:
1. R is a weak bisimulation between F and G
2. F and G are in the appropriate logical relation: (F,G) ∈ IdL+{τ} → [R→ P R]
3. R is the state space of a saturated transition system in Rel whose first projection is
F and whose second is G.
The consequence of this is that we now have two separate ways of giving semantics
to transition systems with inner actions. Given F : (L + τ) → [S → P S], we can just
take F as a transition system. If we then apply the standard logical relations framework
to this definition we get that two such, F and G, are related by the logical relation
Id(L+τ) → [R → P R] if and only if R is a strong bisimulation between F and G. If
instead we take the semantics to be F , typed as F : (L + τ) → [S → P S], then F and
G are related by the logical relation Id(L+τ) → [R → P R] if and only if R is a weak
bisimulation between F and G.
10. Lax transition systems
Saturated transition systems still include explicit τ -actions even though these are supposed
to be internal actions only indirectly observable. We can however avoid τ ’s appearing
explicitly in the semantics by giving a relaxed variant of the monoid semantics.
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We recall that for an arbitrary set of action labels A, the set of A-labelled transition
systems A→ [S → P S] is isomorphic to the set of monoid homomorphisms A∗ → [S →
P S], and moreover that for any transition systems F and G and relation R ⊆ S × T , F
is related to G by IdA → [R → P R] iff F is related to G as monoid homomorphism by
IdA∗ → [R→ P R] iff R is a strong bisimulation between F and G.
We can model transition systems with internal actions similarly, by saying what tran-
sitions correspond to sequences of visible actions. The price we pay is that, since τ is not
visible, we have genuine state transitions corresponding to the empty sequence. We no
longer have a monoid homomorphism.
10.1. Definition. A lax transition system on an alphabet L (not including an internal
action τ) is a function F : L∗ → [S → P S] such that:
1. id ≤ F (ǫ) (reflexivity)
2. F (vw) = F (v).F (w) (composition)
10.2. Definition. Let F : (L+ {τ}) → [S → P S] be a transition system with internal
action, then its laxification Fˆ : L∗ → [S → P S] is the lax transition system defined by:
1. Fˆ (ǫ) = F (τ)∗
2. Fˆ (a) = F (τ)∗.F (a).F (τ)∗, for any a ∈ L.
3. Fˆ (vw) = Fˆ (v).Fˆ (w).
It is trivial that Fˆ is a lax transition system.
10.3. Lemma. If F : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P S] is a transition system with internal action,
then its laxification Fˆ : L∗ → [S → P S] is a lax transition system.
We have reproduced the derived transition system.
Note that if G is a lax transition system, then G(w) depends only on G(ǫ) and the
G(a), all other values are determined by composition. Note also that if F is saturated,
then Fˆ (ǫ) = F (τ) and Fˆ (a) = F (a).
We can also go the other way. Given a lax transition system, F : L∗ → [S → P S],
then we can define a transition system with inner action: Fˇ : (L + {τ}) → [S → P S]
where
• Fˇ (τ) = F (ǫ)
• Fˇ (a) = F (a)
10.4. Lemma. If F : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P S] is a transition system with internal action,
then its saturation F can be constructed as
ˇˆ
F .
One way of looking at this is that a lax transition system is just a saturated one in thin
disguise. But from our perspective it gives us a different algebraic semantics for transition
systems with inner action that can also be made to account for weak bisimulation, and
this time the τ actions do not appear in the formal statement.
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10.5. Lemma. Suppose F : (L + {τ}) → [S → P S] and G : (L + {τ}) → [T → P T ]
are transition systems with internal actions, and R ⊆ S × T . Then the following are
equivalent:
1. R is a weak bisimulation between F and G
2. (Fˆ , Gˆ) ∈ IdL∗ → [R→ P R]
3. R is the state space of a lax transition system in Rel whose first projection is Fˆ and
whose second is Gˆ.
11. (Semi-)Branching bisimulations
In this section, we shall always consider two labelled transition systems F : (L+ {τ})→
[S → P S] and G : (L + {τ}) → [T → P T ] with an internal action τ . We begin by
introducing the following notation: we say that x
τ∗
→ y, for x and y in S (or in T ) if and
only if there is a finite, possibly empty, sequence of τ actions
x
τ
→ · · ·
τ
→ y;
if the sequence is empty, then we require x = y.
We now recall the notion of branching bisimulation, which was introduced in [Van Glabbeek and Weijland, 1996].
11.1. Definition. A relation R ⊆ S × T is called a branching bisimulation if and only
if whenever sRt:
• s
a
→ s′ implies
(
(∃t1, t2 ∈ T. t
τ∗
→ t1
a
→ t2 ∧ sRt1 ∧ s
′Rt2) or (a = τ ∧ s
′Rt)
)
,
• t
a
→ t′ implies
(
(∃s1, s2 ∈ S. s
τ∗
→ s1
a
→ s2 ∧ s1Rt ∧ s2Rt
′) or (a = τ ∧ sRt′)
)
.
11.2. Remark. In particular, if R is a branching bisimulation, sRt and s
τ
→ s′ then
there exists t′ ∈ T such that t
τ∗
→ t′ and s′Rt′.
We show how branching bisimulation is also an instance of logical relation between
appropriate derived versions of F and G.
11.3. Definition. The branching saturation of F , denoted by F
b
, is a function
F
b
: (L+ {τ})→ [S → P(S × S)]
defined as follows. Given s ∈ S and a ∈ L+ {τ},
F
b
as = {(s1, s2) ∈ S × S | (s
τ∗
→ s1
a
→ s2) or (a = τ and s = s1 = s2)}.
11.4. Theorem. Let R ⊆ S × T . Then R is a branching bisimulation if and only if
(F
b
, G
b
) ∈ IdL+{τ} → [R→ P(R× R)].
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Proof. Let us unpack the definition of the relation IdL+{τ} → [R → P(R × R)]. We
have that (F
b
, G
b
) ∈ IdL+{τ} → [R → P(R × R)] if and only if for all a ∈ L + {τ} and
for all s ∈ S and t ∈ T such that sRt we have (F
b
as)[P(R × R)](G
b
at). By definition of
P(R × R), this means that for all (s1, s2) ∈ F
b
as there exists (t1, t2) in G
b
at such that
s1Rt1 and s2Rt2.
Suppose then thatR is a branching bisimulation, consider sRt and take (s1, s2) ∈ F
b
as.
We have two possible cases to discuss: a = τ and s = s1 = s2, or s
τ∗
→ s1
a
→ s2. In the
first case, consider the pair (t, t): this clearly belongs to G
b
at. In the second case, we are
in the following situation:
s t
s1
s2
R
τ∗
a
If τ ∗ is the empty list, then s = s1, hence s1Rt: by definition of branching bisimulation,
there are indeed t1 and t2 such that:
t
s
t1
s2 t2
τ∗
R
R
a
a
R
hence (t1, t2) ∈ G
b
at. If τ ∗ = τn, with n ≥ 1, then by Remark 11.2 applied to every τ in
the list τ ∗, there exists t′ in T such that t
τ∗
→ t′ and s1Rt
′. Now apply again the definition
of branching bisimulation for sRt′: we have that there are t1 and t2 in T such that:
t
s
t′
s1
t1
s2 t2
τ∗
R
τ∗
τ∗
R
a
R
a
R
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s t
s′
τ
R
R
s t
s′ t′
τ
R
R
τ∗
R
Figure 1: Difference between branching (left) and semi-branching (right) case for τ actions.
hence (t1, t2) ∈ G
b
at. This proves that if R is a branching bisimulation, then (F
b
, G
b
) ∈
IdL+{τ} → [R→ P(R×R)].
Conversely, suppose (F
b
, G
b
) ∈ IdL+{τ} → [R → P(R × R)] and that we are in the
following situation:
s t
s′
R
a
Then we have (s, s′) ∈ F
b
as, because indeed s
τ∗
→ s
a
→ s′. By definition of the relation
P(R × R), there exists (t1, t2) ∈ G
b
at such that sRt1 and s
′Rt2. It is immediate to see
that this is equivalent to the condition required by Definition 11.1, hence R is in fact a
branching bisimulation.
In [Van Glabbeek and Weijland, 1996] also a weaker notion of branching bisimulation
was introduced, which we recall now.
11.5. Definition. A relation R ⊆ S × T is called a semi-branching bisimulation if and
only if whenever sRt:
• s
a
→ s′ implies
(
(∃t1, t2 ∈ T. t
τ∗
→ t1
a
→ t2 ∧ sRt1 ∧ s
′Rt2) or (a = τ ∧ ∃t
′ ∈
T. t
τ∗
→ t′ ∧ sRt′ ∧ s′Rt′)
)
,
• t
a
→ t′ implies
(
(∃s1, s2 ∈ S. s
τ∗
→ s1
a
→ s2 ∧ s1Rt ∧ s2Rt
′) or (a = τ ∧ ∃s′ ∈
S. s
τ∗
→ s′ ∧ s′Rt ∧ s′Rt′)
)
.
Every branching bisimulation is also semi-branching, but the converse is not true.
The difference between branching and semi-branching bisimulation is in what is allowed
to happen in the τ -case. Indeed, if s
τ
→ s′ and sRt, in the branching case it must be that
either also s′Rt, or t can “evolve” into t1, for sRt1, by means of zero or more τ actions,
and then t1 has to evolve into a t2 via a τ action with s
′Rt2. In the semi-branching case,
t is always allowed to evolve into t′ with zero or more τ steps, as long as s is still related
to t′, as well as s′Rt′. Figure 1 shows this in graphical terms.
We can prove a result analogous to Theorem 11.4 for semi-branching bisimulations.
To do so, we introduce an appropriate derived version of a labelled transition system
F : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P(S × S)].
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11.6. Definition. The semi-branching saturation of F , denoted by F˜ , is a function
F˜ : (L+ {τ})→ [S → P(S × S)]
defined as follows. Given s ∈ S and a ∈ L+ {τ},
F˜ as = {(s1, s2) ∈ S × S | (s
τ∗
→ s1
a
→ s2) or (a = τ and s1 = s2 and s
τ∗
→ s1}.
Notice that Remark 11.2 continues to hold for semi-branching bisimulations too.
11.7. Theorem. Let R ⊆ S× T be a relation. Then R is a semi-branching bisimulation
if and only if (F˜ , G˜) ∈ idL+ {τ} → [R→ P(R× R)].
Proof. Same argument of the proof of Theorem 11.4.
12. The almost-monad
In Section 7, we observed that [S → P S] enjoys a monoid structure inherited from
the monadity of the covariant powerset P. Sadly, we cannot say quite the same for
[S → P(S × S)]. Indeed, consider the functor T (A) = P(A× A):
Set Set Set
A A× A P(A×A)
B B × B P(B ×B)
−×−
T
P
f f×f P(f×f)
where P(f × f)(S) = {
(
f(x), f(y)
)
| (x, y) ∈ S}. We can define two natural transforma-
tions η : IdSet → T and µ : T
2 → T as follows: ηA(a) = {(a, a)} and
P
(
P(A× A)× P(A×A)
)
P(A× A)
U
⋃
(V,W )∈U
(V ∪W )
µA
It is not difficult to see that η and µ are indeed natural, and that the following square
commutes for every set A:
T 3A T 2A
T 2A TA
µTA
TµA µA
µA
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However, although the left triangle in the following diagram commutes, the right one fails
to do so in general:
TA T 2A TA
TA
ηTA
idTA
µA
TηA
idTA
Indeed, given S ⊆ A×A, it is true that S ∪ S = S, but
µA
(
TηA(S)
)
= µA
({(
{(x, x)}, {(y, y)}
)
| (x, y) ∈ S
})
=
⋃
(x,y)∈S
(
{(x, x)} ∪ {(y, y)}
)
6= S.
This means that (T, η, µ) falls short of being a monad: it is only a “left-semi-monoid” in
the category of endofunctors and natural transformations on Set, in the sense that η is
only a left unit for the multiplication µ.
One can go further, and build up the “Kleisli non-category” associated to (T, η, µ),
following the usual definition for Kleisli category of a (proper) monad, where morphisms
A → B are functions A → P(B × B), and composition of f : A → P(B × B) and
g : B → P(C × C) is the composite in Set:
A TB T 2B TB
a f(a) {(g(x), g(y)) | (x, y) ∈ f(a)}
⋃
(x,y)∈f(a)
(g(x) ∪ g(y))
f Tg µB
This composition law has η as a left-but-not-right identity. Whereas the set of endo-
morphisms on A in the Kleisli category of a proper monad is always a monoid with the
multiplication defined as the composition above, here we get that [A→ P(A×A)] is only
a left-semi-monoid.
We can define a partial order on [A→ P(A×A)] in a canonical way, by setting f ≤ g
if and only if for all a ∈ A f(a) ⊆ g(a); by doing so, we can regard [A→ P(A× A)] as a
category. The multiplication f · g : A→ P(A×A), defined as f · g(a) =
⋃
(x,y)∈f(a)
(
g(x)∪
g(y)
)
, preserves the partial order, therefore [A → P(A × A)] is a “left-semi-monoidal”
category.
13. Branching and semi-branching saturated systems
In this section we investigate the properties of F
b
(τ) and F˜ (τ) as objects of [S → P(S ×
S)], for F : (A + {τ}) → [S → P(S × S)], to explore whether it is possible to define an
appropriate notion of branching or semi-branching saturated systems, where strong and
branching (or semi-branching) bisimulations are the same, cf. weak case in Sections 9
and 10.
13.1. Lemma. ηS ≤ F
b
(τ), but F
b
(τ) · F
b
(τ)  F
b
(τ) in general.
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Proof. By definition, the pair (s, s), for s ∈ S, belongs to F
b
τ(s), hence ηS ≤ F
b
(τ).
Let now (x, y) ∈ (F
b
(τ) · F
b
(τ))(s) =
⋃
(s1,s2)∈F
b
τ(s)
(
F
b
τ(s1) ∪ F
b
τ(s2)
)
: we want to
check whether (x, y) ∈ F
b
τ(s). Suppose that (x, y) ∈ F
b
τ(s1) for some (s1, s2) ∈ F
b
τ(s).
Then we are in one of the following four situations:
1.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ τ
τ∗
τ
2.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗
τ
3.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ τ
4.
s s1 s2
x y
In cases 1 and 2, we can conclude that s x yτ
∗ τ , while in case 4 we get s = x = y,
hence (x, y) ∈ F
b
τ(s). However, if in case 3 we are in the situation whereby s 6= s1, then
(x, y) /∈ F
b
τ(s), as it is neither the case that s = x = y nor s x y.τ
∗ τ
It turns out, however, that the semi-branching saturation of F behaves much better
than F
b
.
13.2. Lemma. F˜ (τ) is a left-semi-monoid in [S → P(S × S)], and F˜ (a) is a left F˜ (τ)-
module for all a ∈ A.
Proof. Again, it is immediate to see that ηS ≤ F˜ (τ), because s s
τ∗ for any s, given
that τ ∗ can be the empty list of τ ’s.
Now we prove that F˜ (τ) · F˜ (τ) ≤ F˜ (τ). Let s ∈ S and (x, y) ∈ (F˜ (τ) · F˜ (τ))(s). Then
there exists a pair (s1, s2) ∈ F˜ τ(s) such that (x, y) ∈ F˜ τ(s1) or (x, y) ∈ F˜ τ(s2). Suppose
that (x, y) ∈ F˜ τ(s1), then we are in one of the four following cases:
1.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ τ
τ∗
τ
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2.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗
τ∗
τ
3.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ τ
τ∗
4.
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗
τ∗
In every case, we can conclude that (x, y) ∈ F˜ τ(s). Thus F˜ (τ) is a left-semi-monoid.
Finally, we show that F˜ (τ) · F˜ (a) ≤ F˜ (a) for all a ∈ A. Let s ∈ S and consider
(x, y) ∈ (F˜ τ · F˜ a)(s). Then (x, y) ∈ F˜ a(s1) or (x, y) ∈ F˜ a(s2) for some (s1, s2) ∈ F˜ τ(s).
In the first case (and similarly for the second), it is
either
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ τ
τ∗
a
or
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗
τ∗
a
and in both cases we have (x, y) ∈ F˜ a(s), as required.
13.3. Remark. It is not true, in general, that F˜ a · F˜ τ ≤ F˜ a. Indeed, consider s ∈ S
and (x, y) ∈ (F˜ a · F˜ τ)(s) =
⋃
(s1,s2)∈F˜ a(s)
(F˜ τ(s1) ∪ F˜ τ(s2). Then the following is one of
four possible scenarios:
s s1 s2
x y
τ∗ a
τ∗
τ
where it is clear that (x, y) /∈ F˜ a(s).
14. The category Meas
Our next goal is to discuss bisimulation for continuous Markov processes (see [Panangaden, 2009,
de Vink and Rutten, 1999]). In order to do this we need to step cautiously out of the world
of sets and functions, and into that of measurable spaces and measurable functions.
We recall that a measurable space (X,Σ) is a set X equipped with a σ-algebra, Σ, the
algebra of measurable sets. A measurable function f : (X,ΣX) → (Y,ΣY ) is a function
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f : X → Y such that if U is a measurable set of (Y,ΣY ), then f
−1U is a measurable set
of (X,ΣX). Together these form a category, Meas.
14.1. Lemma. Meas has all finite limits and Γ = Meas(1,−) : Meas → Set preserves
them.
Proof. Let F : D → Meas be a functor from a finite category D. Then lim
←−
F is
the measurable space on the set lim
←−
(ΓF ) equipped with the least σ-algebra making the
projections lim
←−
(F )→ Fd measurable.
14.2. Lemma. Meas has coequalisers. If (X,ΣX) (Y,ΣY )
f
g
is a pair of parallel
measurable functions, then their coequaliser is E : (Y,ΣY ) → (Y/∼,Σ), where ∼ is the
equivalence relation on Y generated by fx ∼ gx, and Σ is the largest σ-algebra on Y/∼
making Y → Y/∼ measurable, i.e. Σ = {V | e−1V ∈ ΣY }.
14.3. Corollary. A morphism e : (Y,ΣY ) → (Z,ΣZ) in Meas is a regular epi if and
only if Γe is a surjection in Set, and U ∈ ΣZ iff e
−1U ∈ ΣY .
14.4. Corollary. Any morphism in Meas factors essentially uniquely as a regular epi
followed by a monomorphism.
However, Meas is not regular because the pullback of a regular epi is not necessarily
regular, as exhibited by this counterexample:
14.5. Example. Let (Y,ΣY ) be the measurable space on Y = {a0, a1, b0, b1} with ΣY
generated by the sets {a0, a1} and {b0, b1}. Let (Z,ΣZ) be the measurable space on
Z = {a′0, a
′
1, b
′}, where the only measurable sets are ∅ and Z. Let e : Y → Z be given by
e(ai) = a
′
i, and e(bi) = b
′. Then e is a regular epi. Now let (X,ΣX) be the measurable
space on X = {a′0, a
′
1} where ΣX = {∅, X}, and let i : X → Z be the inclusion of X in
Z. Then i∗Y = {a0, a1} with σ-algebra generated by the singletons, but i
∗e is not regular
epi because (i∗e)−1{a′0} = {a0} is measurable, but {a
′
0} is not.
The consequence of this is that Meas has all the apparatus to construct a relational
calculus, but that calculus does not have all the properties we expect. Specifically it is
not an allegory.
15. Probabilistic bisimulation
We follow the standard approach by defining a continuous Markov process to be a coal-
gebra for the Giry functor. For simplicity we will work with unlabelled processes.
15.1. Definition. [Giry monad] Let (X,ΣX) be a measurable space. The Giry functor,
Π, is defined as follows, Π(X,ΣX) = (ΠX,ΠΣX):
• ΠX is the set of sub-probability measures on (X,ΣX).
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• ΠΣX is the least σ-algebra on ΠX such that for every U ∈ ΣX , λπ.π(U) is measur-
able.
If f : (X,ΣX) → (Y,ΣY ) is a measurable function, then Πf(π) = λV ∈ ΣY .π(f
−1V ). Π
forms part of a monad in which the unit maps a point x to the Dirac measure for x, and
the multiplication is defined by integration [Giry, 1982].
15.2. Definition. [continuous Markov process] A continuous Markov process is a coal-
gebra in Meas for the Giry functor, i.e. a continuous Markov process with state space
(S,ΣS) is a measurable function F : (S,ΣS) → Π(S,ΣS). A homomorphism of continu-
ous Markov processes is simply a homomorphism of coalgebras.
There are now two similar, but slightly different approaches to defining the notion of
a probabilistic bisimulation. Panangaden [Panangaden, 2009] follows Larsen and Skou’s
original definition for the discrete case. This begins by enabling a state space reduction for
a single process and generates a notion of bisimulation between processes as a by-product.
The second is the standard notion of bisimulation of coalgebras, as described by Rutten
[Rutten, 2000].
We begin with Panangaden’s extension of the original definition of Larsen and Skou
[Panangaden, 2009, Larsen and Skou, 1991].
15.3. Definition. [Strong probabilistic bisimulation] Suppose F : S → ΠS is a con-
tinuous Markov process, then an equivalence relation R on S is a (strong probabilistic)
bisimulation if and only if whenever sRs′, then for all R-closed measurable sets U ∈ ΣS,
FsU = Fs′U .
We note that the R-closed measurable sets are exactly those inducing the σ-algebra on
S/R, and hence that this definition of equivalence corresponds to the ability to quotient
the state space to give a continuous Markov process on S/R.
15.4. Lemma. An equivalence relation R on (X,ΣX) is a strong probabilistic bisimulation
relation if and only if when we equip X/R with the largest σ-algebra such that X → X/R is
measurable, X/R carries the structure of a Giry coalgebra and the quotient is a coalgebra
homomorphism in Meas.
This definition assumes that R is total. However that is not essential. We could
formulate it for relations that are symmetric and transitive, but not necessarily total
(partial equivalence relations). In this case we have a correspondence with subquotients
of the coalgebra. We do, however, have to be careful that the domain of R is a well-defined
sub-algebra.
Panangaden goes on to define a bisimulation between two coalgebras. We simplify his
definition as we do not consider specified initial states.
Given a binary relation R between S and T , we extend R to a binary relation on the
single set S + T . In order to apply the previous definition, we will want the equivalence
relation on S + T generated by R.
Now (S + T )× (S + T ) = (S × S) + (S × T ) + (T × S) + (T × T ), and each of these
components has a simple relation derived from R, specifically RR◦, R, R◦ and R◦R.
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15.5. Definition. [z-closed] R ⊆ S × T is z-closed iff RR◦R ⊆ R, in other words, iff
whenever sRt ∧ s1Rt ∧ s1Rt1 then sRt1.
15.6. Lemma. R ⊆ S×T is z-closed if and only if R∗ = RR◦+R+R◦+R◦R is transitive
as a relation on (S + T )× (S + T ). Since R∗ is clearly symmetric, R is z-closed iff R∗ is
a partial equivalence relation.
Secondly, given continuous Markov processes F on S and G on T we can define their
sum F +G on S + T :
(F +G)xU = Fx(U ∩ S) if x ∈ S
= Gx(U ∩ T ) if x ∈ T
We can now make a definition that seems to us to contain the essence of Panangaden’s
approach:
15.7. Definition. [strong probabilistic bisimulation between processes] R is a strong
probabilistic bisimulation between the continuous Markov processes F on S and G on T
iff R∗ = RR◦+R+R◦+R◦R is a strong probabilistic bisimulation as defined in Definition
15.3 on the sum process F +G on S + T .
Note that any such relation will be z-closed. Given that R∗ must be total, it also
induces an isomorphism between quotients of the continuous Markov processes.
This definition corresponds exactly to what we get by taking the obvious logical rela-
tions approach.
Logical relations of continuous Markov Processes Given a measurable space
(S,ΣS), we treat ΣS as a subset of the function space S → 2, and use the standard
mechanisms of logical relations to extend a relation R ⊆ S × T between two measurable
spaces to a relation RΣ between ΣS and ΣT : URΣV if and only if ∀s, t.sRt =⇒ (s ∈
U ⇐⇒ t ∈ V ).
15.8. Lemma.
1. If R is an equivalence relation then URΣV iff U = V and is R-closed.
2. If R is z-closed, then URΣV iff U + V is an R
∗-closed subset of S + T .
3. If R is the graph of a function f : S → T , then URΣV iff U = f
−1V .
Unpacking the definition of the Giry functor, the coalgebra structure τ now has type
S → (S → 2)→ [0, 1]. We again apply the standard machinery to this.
15.9. Definition. [logical relation of continuous Markov processes] If R ⊆ S × T is
a relation between the state spaces of continuous Markov processes F : S → ΠS and
G : T → ΠT , then R is a logical relation of continuous Markov processes iff whenever
sRt and URΣV , FsU = GtV .
The following lemmas follow readily from the definitions.
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15.10. Lemma. If R ⊆ S × T is a total and onto z-closed relation between continuous
Markov processes F : S → ΠS and G : T → ΠT , then R is a logical relation of continuous
Markov processes if and only if R is a strong probabilistic bisimulation.
15.11. Lemma. If R ⊆ S×T is the graph of a measurable function f between continuous
Markov processes F : S → ΠS and G : T → ΠT , then R is a logical relation of continuous
Markov processes if and only if f is a homomorphism of continuous Markov processes.
Proof. Observe that f is a homomorphism if and only if for all s ∈ S and V ∈ ΣT ,
G(fs)V = Fs(f−1V ).
So logical relations capture both the concept of strong probabilistic bisimulation (given
that the candidate relations are restricted in nature), and the concept of homomorphism
of systems. But they do not capture everything.
Π-bisimulation Recall from [Rutten, 2000] that for a functor H : C → C and two H-
coalgebras f : A → HA and g : B → HB, an H-bisimulation between f and g is a
H-coalgebra h : C → HC together with two coalgebra-homomorphisms l : C → A and
r : C → B, that is, it is a span in the category of coalgebras for H :
A C B
HA HC HB
f
l r
h g
Hl Hr
where the above diagram is required to be commutative.
15.12. Definition. A Π-bisimulation is simply an H-bisimulation in the category Meas
where the functor H is Π.
It is implicit in this definition that a bisimulation includes a coalgebra structure, and is
not simply a relation. Where the functor H corresponds to a traditional algebra generated
by first-order terms and equations, the algebraic structure on the relation is unique. But
that is not the case here.
15.13. Example. Consider a continuous Markov process F : S → ΠS, then S × S typi-
cally carries a number of continuous Markov process structures for which both projections
are homomorphisms. For example:
1. a “two independent copies” structure given by:
FF (s, s′)(U, U ′) = (FsU)× (Fs′U ′)
2. a “two observations of a single copy” structure given by:
F 2(s, s′)(U, U ′) = Fs(U ∩ U ′) if s = s′
= FsU × Fs′U ′ if s 6= s′
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15.14. Example. More specifically, consider the process t modelling a single toss of a
fair coin. This can be modelled as a process with three states, C = {S,H, T}: Start (S),
Head tossed (H) and Tail tossed (T). From S we move randomly to one of H and T and
then stay there. The transition matrix is given below. This is a discrete process, and we
take all subsets to be measurable.
t is given by
S H T
S 0 0.5 0.5
H 0 1 0
T 0 0 1
Now consider the state space C × C. We define two different process structures on this.
The first, t∗, is simply the product of the two copies of C. The transition matrix for this
is the tensor of the transition matrix for C with itself: the pairwise product of the entries.
This represents the process of two independent tosses of a coin.
t∗ is given by
SS HH TT HT TH SH HS ST TS
SS 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0
HH 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TT 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
HT 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
. . .
TS 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
The second, t+ is identical except for the first row:
t+ is given by
SS HH TT HT TH SH HS ST TS
SS 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
. . .
This is motivated by the process of two observers watching a single toss of a coin.
The projections are homomorphisms for both these structures. For example, the first
projection is a homomorphism for t+ because for each I, J , K:
tI{K} =
∑
L
t+IJ{KL}
This means that in order to establish that a relation is a Π-bisimulation, we have to
define a structure and prove the homomorphisms, and not simply validate some closure
conditions.
Moreover, in contrast to the case for first-order theories, this non-uniqueness of algebra
structures implies that we can not always reduce spans of homomorphisms to relations.
15.15. Example. Consider the sum of the two algebra structures from example 15.13 as
an algebra t∗+ t+ on (C×C)+(C×C). This is a Π-bisimulation from C to itself in which
the legs of the span are the co-diagonal, ∇, followed by the projections. The co-diagonal
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maps (C ×C) + (C ×C) to its relational image, but is not an algebra homomorphism for
any algebra structure on C × C. If there were an algebra homomorphism, for an algebra
structure δ, say, then we would have that both (t∗+t+)(inlSS)(∇−1{HT} = t∗(SS){HT}
and (t∗+ t+)(inrSS)(∇−1{HT} = t+(SS){HT} would be equal to δ(SS){HT}. But the
first is t∗(SS){HT} = 0.25, and the second is t+(SS){HT} = 0.
We now show that, despite these issues, Π-bisimulations give rise to logical relations.
15.16. Theorem. Suppose
S P T
ΠS ΠP ΠT
F
l r
H G
Πl Πr
is a Π-bisimulation between the continuous Markov processes F and G. Let R ⊆ S × T
be the relation which is the image of 〈l, r〉 : P → S × T , i.e. sRt iff ∃p.lp = s ∧ rp = t.
Then R is a logical relation between F and G.
Proof. Suppose sRt and URΣV for U ∈ ΣS and V ∈ ΣT . We must show that F (s)(U) =
G(t)(V )
We begin by showing that l−1U = r−1V . Suppose p ∈ P , then (lp)R(rp), and hence
p ∈ l−1U iff lp ∈ U iff rp ∈ V (since URΣV ) iff p ∈ r
−1V . Hence l−1U = r−1V , as
required.
Now, since sRt, there is a p such that lp = s and rp = t. Then
F (s)(U) = Hp(l−1U) because l is a Π-homomorphism
= Hp(r−1V ) because l−1U = r−1V
= G(t)(V ) because r is a Π-homomorphism
as required.
Establishing a converse is more problematic. There are a number of issues. One is that
Π-bisimulations of necessity work on spans not relations. Another is that there might not
be much coherence between the relation R and the σ-algebras ΣS and σT . And a third is
the fact that in order to define a Π-algebra structure H on R, we have to define H(s, t)W ,
where W is an element of the σ-algebra generated by the sets R∩ (U ×V ), where U ∈ ΣS
and V ∈ ΣT . It is not clear that such an extension will always exist, and example 15.13
shows that there is no canonical way to construct it.
Nevertheless we can show that a logical relation gives rise to a Π-bisimulation, un-
fortunately not on the original algebras, but on others with the same state space but a
cruder measure structure.
The following lemma is immediate.
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15.17. Lemma. Suppose F : (S,ΣS) → Π(S,ΣS) is a continuous Markov process. Sup-
pose also that Σ′ is a sub-σ-algebra of ΣS, then F restricts to a continuous Markov process
F ′ on (S,Σ′), and 1S : (S,ΣS)→ (S,Σ
′) is a homomorphism.
If R is a logical relation between continuous Markov processes F on S and G on T ,
then R only gives us information about the measurable sets included in RΣ. The following
lemmas are immediate from the definitions.
15.18. Lemma. If R ⊆ S × T is a relation between the state spaces of two continuous
Markov processes F and G and π1 : R→ S, π2 : R→ T are the two projections, then the
following are equivalent for U ⊆ S and V ⊆ T :
1. U [R→ {0, 1}]V
2. U is closed under RR◦, and UR = V ∩ codR
3. π−11 U = π
−1
2 V .
15.19. Lemma. If R ⊆ S × T is a relation between the state spaces of two continuous
Markov processes F and G, then the sets linked by [R→ {0, 1}] have the following closure
properties:
1. If U [R→ {0, 1}]V then U c [R→ {0, 1}] V c
2. If for all α ∈ A, Uα[R→ {0, 1}]Vα then
⋃
α∈AUα [R→ {0, 1}]
⋃
α∈AVα.
15.20. Corollary. Themeasurable subsets linked by [R→ {0, 1}] have the same closure
properties and hence the following are σ-algebras:
1. ΣR(S) = {U ∈ ΣS|∃V ∈ ΣT .URΣV }
2. ΣR(T ) = {V ∈ ΣT |∃U ∈ ΣS.URΣV }
3. ΣR = {W ⊆ R|∃U ∈ ΣS, V ∈ ΣT . URΣV ∧W = π
−1
1 U}
= {W ⊆ R|∃U ∈ ΣS, V ∈ ΣT . URΣV ∧W = π
−1
1 U = π
−1
2 V }.
15.21. Theorem. Suppose R ⊆ S × T is a relation between the state spaces of two
continuous Markov processes F and G. If R is a logical relation then there is a Π-
bisimulation:
(S,ΣR(S)) (R,ΣR) (T,ΣR(T ))
Π(S,ΣR(S)) Π(R,ΣR) Π(T,ΣR(T ))
F
pi1 pi2
H G
Πpi1 Πpi2
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Proof. Suppose (s, t) ∈ R and W ∈ ΣR, then we need to define H(s, t)W . Suppose
U ∈ ΣR(S), V ∈ ΣR(T ), such that W = π
−1
1 U = π
−1
2 V and URΣV . Then, since R is a
logical relation, F (s)(U) = G(t)(V ).
We claim that this is independent of the choice of U and V . Suppose U ′ ∈ ΣR(S),
V ′ ∈ ΣR(T ), such that W = π
−1
1 U
′ = π−12 V
′ and U ′RΣV
′. Then π−11 U
′ = π−12 V = W ,
and hence U ′RΣV , so F (s)(U
′) = G(t)(V ) = F (s)(U).
We now define H(s, t)(W ) = F (s)(U).
We need to show that this is a Π-algebra structure.
First, we show that H(s, t) is a sub-probability measure. We use a slightly non-
standard characterisation of measures:
1. Since ∅ ∈ ΣR(S), H(s, t)∅ = F (s)∅ = 0.
2. For W , W ′ in ΣR, let U and U
′ be in ΣR(S) such that π
−1
1 U = W and π
−1
1 U
′ = W ′.
Then, since F (s) is a measure: F (s)(U)+F (s)(U ′) = F (s)(U ∪U ′)+F (s)(U ∩U ′).
Now, since π−11 preserves unions and intersections, H(s, t)(W ) + H(s, t)(W
′) =
H(s, t)(W ∪W ′) +H(s, t)(W ∩W ′).
3. If Wi is an increasing chain of elements of ΣR, then let Ui be an increasing chain
of elements of ΣR(S) such that π
−1
1 (Ui) = Wi. Then H(s, t)(
⋃
Wi) = F (s)(
⋃
Ui) =
limF (s)(Ui) = limH(s, t)(Ui).
To complete the proof it suffices to show that for each W ∈ ΣR, H(−)(W ) is a
measurable function. Choose U ∈ ΣR(S) and V ∈ ΣR(T ) such that URΣV and W =
π−11 U = π
−1
2 V . Now, given q ∈ [0, 1], let Uq = {s ∈ S | F (s)(U) ≤ q} and Vq = {t ∈ T |
G(t)(V ) ≤ q}. Now suppose sRt, then, since R is a logical relation, F (s)(U) = G(t)(V ),
hence s ∈ Uq iff t ∈ Vq. Therefore UqRΣVq. Moreover, H(s, t)(W ) = F (s)(U) = G(t)(V ),
and hence H(s, t)(W ) ≤ q iff s ∈ Uq iff t ∈ Vq. It follows that {(s, t)|H(s, t)(W ) ≤ q} ∈
ΣR, and hence that H(−)(W ) is measurable as required.
Putting this together we see that if we have a logical relation between F and G, then
we get the following diagram, in which the non-horizontal maps in the top section are
identities on state spaces:
(S,ΣS) (R,ΣS × ΣT ↾ R) (T,ΣT )
Π(S,ΣS) (S,ΣR(S)) (R,ΣR) (T,ΣR(T )) Π(T,ΣT )
Π(S,ΣR(S)) Π(R,ΣR) Π(T,ΣR(T ))
F
pi1
pi2
G
F
pi1 pi2
H G
Πpi1 Πpi2
we can view Theorem 15.21 as saying that we may be given too fine a measure structure
on S and T for a logical relation to generate a Π-bisimulation, but we can always get a
Π-bisimulation with a coarser structure. Just how coarse and how useful this structure
might be depends on the logical relation and its relationship with the original σ-algebras
on the state spaces.
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15.22. Example.
• In the contrived examples of 15.13, we have taken the relation R to be the whole of
C×C and in effect used the algebra structure to restrict the effect of this. However,
since R = C×C, ΣR(C) contains only the empty set and the whole of C. As a result,
the continuous Markov process we get is not useful: the probability of evolving into
the empty set is always 0, and the probability of evolving into something is always
1.
• In the same examples we can restrict the state spaces for t∗ and t+. For t∗ we take
R∗ = {SS,HH, TT,HT, TH}, reflecting the states accessible from SS. In this case
ΣR(C) = {∅, {S}, {H, T}, {S,H, T}}. For t+ we take R+ = {SS,HH, TT}, and
ΣR(C) contains all the subsets of C.
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